Understanding the reaction mechanism of Kolbe electrolysis on Pt anodes
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Abstract

Kolbe electrolysis has been proposed an efficient electrooxidation process to synthesize (un)symmetrical dimers from biomass-based carboxylic acids. However, the reaction mechanism of Kolbe electrolysis remains controversial. In this work, we develop a DFT-based microkinetic model to study the reaction mechanism of Kolbe electrolysis of acetic acid (CH₃COOH) on both pristine and partially oxidized Pt anodes. We show that the shift in the rate-determining step of oxygen evolution reaction (OER) on Pt(111)@α-PtO₂ surface from OH* formation to H₂O adsorption gives rise to the large Tafel slopes, i.e., the inflection zones, observed at high anodic potentials in experiments on Pt anodes. The activity passivation as a result of the inflection zone is further exacerbated in the presence
of Kolbe species (i.e., CH$_3$COO$^*$ and CH$_3^*$). Our simulations find the CH$_3$COO$^*$ decarboxylation and CH$_3^*$ dimerization steps determine the activity of Kolbe reaction during inflection zone. In contrast to the Pt(111)@α-PtO$_2$ surface, Pt(111) shows no activity towards Kolbe products as the CH$_3$COO$^*$ decarboxylation step is limiting throughout the considered potential range. This work resolves major controversies in the mechanistic analyses of Kolbe electrolysis on Pt anodes: the origin of the inflection zone, and the identity of the rate limiting step.

**Introduction**

With the electrochemical conversion of biomass derivatives as a potential means of green chemical production$^1$–$^3$, electro-organic synthesis is experiencing a revival$^4$–$^{10}$ Compared to conventional catalytic (de)-hydrogenation reactions, electrocatalytic conversion schemes offer several advantages: a) they operate at ambient conditions, b) they can be powered by sustainable electricity from wind and solar energy, and c) they require only water as the proton source instead of expensive hydrogen feeds$^{11}$–$^{13}$. Kolbe electrolysis is a central reaction in electro-organic synthesis since it could be applied to produce long-chained hydrocarbons$^{14}$–$^{16}$. The electrolysis of carboxylic acid was first observed by Faraday$^{17}$, and Hermann Kolbe identified ethane and octane as the respective products of the electrolysis of acetic and valeric acid$^{18}$. In the past century, a number of experimental studies have investigated its mechanism and the impact of reaction conditions on activity$^{19}$–$^{23}$.

**Scheme 1(a)** shows the main mechanisms proposed for (non)-Kolbe electrolysis reactions.$^{14,16}$ Carboxylic acids (R-COOH) undergo a proton-coupled electron transfer
(PCET) to form adsorbed carboxyl species (R-COO\*). Following decarboxylation of R-COO\* which produces CO\(_2\) as a by-product, the resultant R\* either dimerizes to form prolonged alkanes (R-R, Kolbe reaction, denoted in black) undergoes disproportionation, or loses a further electron to form a R\(^+\) carbocation species (non-Kolbe reactions, denoted in grey). This R\(^+\) species can undergo a further H\(^+\) loss to form alkenes (R\(_2\)), hydrolysis to form alcohols (R-OH), or react with the deprotonated carboxylic acid (R-COO\(^-\)) to produce esters. The oxygen revolution reaction (OER, not shown) is the major side reaction that occurs during Kolbe electrolysis at the anode under aqueous conditions, while it is suppressed under anhydrous conditions.\(^{19,24}\) Pt (in oxidized form under operating conditions) is the most widely studied anode for Kolbe electrolysis, and other noble metal oxides like IrO\(_2\), RuO\(_2\), and graphene have also been shown to be active for this reaction.\(^{16,18,25-27}\)
**Scheme 1.** The reaction network for a) the overall Kolbe electrolysis of carboxylic acids (R-COOH) including the Kolbe reactions resulting in the formation of alkanes (highlighted in blue), and the Non-Kolbe reactions resulting in the formation of alkenes, esters and alcohols (Hofer-Moest product). R₁ and R₂ represent disproportionated moieties of the radical R*. R₃ represents the β-elimination product of R*. For example, if R = CH₃(CH₂)_nCH₂ n ≥ 1, R₁ = CH₃(CH₂)_nCH₃, R₂ = CH₃(CH₂)ₙ₋₁CH=CH₂; R₃ = R₂. Note that the disproportionation and elimination reactions are not involved in the electrolysis of acetic acid. b) The specific Kolbe reaction considered in this work: the electrolysis of acetic acid (R = CH₃) to ethane on Pt anodes. Color coding of atoms: red - oxygen, grey - carbon, white - hydrogen and light grey - platinum.

The electro-oxidative conversion of acetic acid to ethane on Pt anodes is the simplest of all Kolbe reactions (**Scheme 1b**). A prominent feature for this particular process is a flat ‘inflection zone’ in the current-potential curves (see Figure 3a, below), which coincides with a transition between the predominance of O₂ production via OER at lower potentials to ethane production (Kolbe reaction) at higher potentials²⁸⁻³⁰. Kolbe electrolysis of other carboxylic acids on Pt and Ir also show inflection zones at high potentials that accompany the selectivity transition from OER to the Kolbe reaction³¹⁻³³.

In the earliest mechanistic studies, Crum-Brown, Walker and co-workers proposed that Kolbe reaction is a free radical reaction (i.e., homogeneous solution phase reaction), which does not directly involve the electrode surface³⁴⁻³⁶. This free-radical theory was later refuted by rotating electrode³³ and pulsed electrolysis³⁷ experiments on Pt anodes, which showed that the electrode surface promotes the reaction rate and that Kolbe species reversibly adsorb on the Pt electrode.
Despite the decades of exploration of Kolbe electrolysis, there remain several open questions regarding the exact details of its surface-catalyzed mechanism: i) The possible rate-determining steps (RDS) throughout the operating potentials, ii) The mechanistic origin of the inflection zone on Pt and Ir anodes observed in experiments, and iii) The relationship between Kolbe and OER in aqueous solutions.

All three elementary steps in the surface-catalyzed process in Scheme 1b have been proposed to be the rate determining step (RDS)\textsuperscript{19}. If the first and only electron transfer step, the discharge and deprotonation of CH\textsubscript{3}COOH\textsuperscript{38}, were rate limiting, there would be very low coverages of CH\textsubscript{3}COO\textsuperscript{*} and CH\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{*} species. However, it was reported by transient studies that ethane only starts being produced under high potentials where there are high surface coverages of Kolbe species\textsuperscript{39–41}. This build-up of evident coverages of Kolbe species excludes the discharge of CH\textsubscript{3}COOH to CH\textsubscript{3}COO\textsuperscript{*} from being the RDS, such that only the later decarboxylation and/or coupling steps can be rate limiting.

Two theories have been postulated for the presence of the inflection zone observed during the electrolysis of acetic acid on Pt anodes:

\textit{Theory I:} Cervino et al. suggested that this inflection zone arises from changes in the coverage of the surface species from CH\textsubscript{3}COO\textsuperscript{*} species below the inflection zone to further Kolbe intermediates, probably CH\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{*}, above the inflection zone\textsuperscript{39}. They made this postulation based on their observation of a shift in the electrode capacitance at potentials within the inflection zone, determined using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. This shift in CH\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{*} coverage was also observed in a voltammetric study by Vasini et al\textsuperscript{40}.

\textit{Theory II:} Conway and Dzieciuch\textsuperscript{20,42,43} attributed the inflection zone to a selectivity transition from O\textsubscript{2} to ethane. They postulate that this transition occurs upon sufficient
build-up of a “barrier-layer” film of $\text{CH}_3\text{COO}^*$ at high enough potentials where $\text{CH}_3\text{COOH}$ is favored. The build-up of such a “barrier layer” would hinder the adsorption of $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ or $\text{OH}^-$ species (the reactants of OER) on the surface and thereby suppress OER$^{33}$. Consistent with this theory, such a film is absent on gold and nickel, which are inactive catalysts for Kolbe electrolysis. However, since there is limited amount of data for the partial (vs. total) current densities towards the various products, it is not clear that OER is suppressed upon the build-up of such a film.

The large Tafel slopes (> 120 mV/dec) of the total current densities in experiments of Kolbe electrolysis was also suggested to arise from the presence of the barrier-layer film of Theory II$^{19}$. This theory attributes such large Tafel slopes and correspondingly small effective symmetry factors ($\beta << 0.5$) to the reduction in the metal-solution potential drop in the presence of a barrier film of Kolbe species. Moreover, OER on pre-oxidized Pt anodes also shows extremely large Tafel slopes (> 500 mV/dec) at high potentials, indicating a barrier-layer of Kolbe species is not necessarily the decisive factor for the large Tafel slopes at high potentials in electrolysis$^{44}$.

As for the nature of electrode surface, Pt should be oxidized under the typical operating conditions (> 1.5 V vs. RHE) for Kolbe electrolysis, with the formation of several stable oxide overlayers$^{41,45,46}$. In a previous study, Koper et al. showed that $\alpha$-PtO$_2$ layer are generated at ca. 1 V vs. RHE on smooth Pt(111) single crystals in aqueous solution via in situ vibrational spectroscopy$^{47}$. These observations are consistent with density functional theory (DFT) calculations$^{48,49}$ which suggest the formation of $\alpha$-PtO$_2$ on smooth Pt anodes to be thermodynamically favored above ca. 1 V vs. RHE. (cf. the Pourbaix diagram in Figure S1).
In this work, we present a theory-based understanding of mechanisms for Kolbe electrolysis of acetic acid on Pt anodes. Based on DFT calculations of reaction energetics, we find that the strong binding configuration of CH₃COO* on Pt(111) at low potentials severely impedes the subsequent decarboxylation steps on this surface, while its weakened in-plane adsorption on the Pt(111)@α-PtO₂ surface at more oxidizing potentials results in facile C-C bond breaking and the subsequent CH₃* coupling step towards the formation of ethane. Combining microkinetic simulations and previously reported experimental studies, we show that the inflection zone observed in Kolbe electrolysis at high anodic potentials arises from a levelling off in OER activity on the oxidized Pt surface. The degree of rate control (DRC) analysis indicates the total activity passivation observed during the inflection zone results from a shift in RDS for the OER from OH* formation to H₂O adsorption that is further exacerbated by the presence of Kolbe species. The DRC analysis also shows that later chemical steps (the decarboxylation and C-C coupling steps) are rate-determining in the formation of ethane. Finally, we compare and contrast the findings of the present vs. previous mechanistic studies.

**Results and discussion**

In what follows, we present the elementary steps and reaction energetics for Kolbe electrolysis of acetic acid and OER on Pt(111) and Pt(111)@α-PtO₂ model surfaces, followed by microkinetic simulations to estimate the activity and selectivity towards the various products.
We considered the following elementary steps for Kolbe electrolysis and the competing OER reaction, as suggested by previous studies \cite{15,19,50,51}:

**Kolbe reaction:**

\[
\text{CH}_3\text{COOH(aq)} + * \leftrightarrow \text{CH}_3\text{COO}^* + (\text{H}^+ + \text{e}^-) \quad (x2) \tag{1}
\]
\[
\text{CH}_3\text{COO}^* \leftrightarrow \text{TSCH}_3\text{-COO}^* \leftrightarrow \text{CH}_3^* + \text{CO}_2(g) \quad (x2) \tag{2}
\]
\[
2\text{CH}_3^* \leftrightarrow \text{TSCH}_3\text{-CH}_3^* \leftrightarrow \text{C}_2\text{H}_6(g) + 2* \tag{3}
\]

**Oxygen evolution reaction (OER):**

\[
\text{H}_2\text{O(aq)} + * \leftrightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O}^* \tag{4}
\]
\[
\text{H}_2\text{O}^* \leftrightarrow \text{OH}^* + (\text{H}^+ + \text{e}^-) \tag{5}
\]
\[
\text{OH}^* \leftrightarrow \text{O}^* + (\text{H}^+ + \text{e}^-) \tag{6}
\]
\[
\text{O}^* + \text{H}_2\text{O(aq)} \leftrightarrow \text{OOH}^* + (\text{H}^+ + \text{e}^-) \tag{7}
\]
\[
\text{OOH}^* \leftrightarrow \text{O}_2(g) + (\text{H}^+ + \text{e}^-) + * \tag{8}
\]

where * denotes the surface sites for adsorption. In addition to the thermodynamics of the elementary steps, we have computed explicitly $\text{TSCH}_3\text{-COO}^*$ and $\text{TSCH}_3\text{-CH}_3^*$, the transition states corresponding to the decarboxylation of CH$_3$COO$^*$ and dimerization of CH$_3^*$ respectively, which interact significantly with the interfacial electric field and are decisive in the reaction energetics, as we discuss below. We have, for simplicity, neglected non-Kolbe processes in this analysis.
Figure 1. Field effects on reaction intermediates for Kolbe electrolysis and OER on a) Pt(111) and b) Pt(111)@α-PtO₂ surface (model slabs shown with top and side views as insets). Pt(111): \(C_H = 20 \mu F/cm^2, U_{PZC} = 0.3 \) V vs SHE; Pt(111)@α-PtO₂: \(C_H = 40 \mu F/cm^2, U_{PZC} = 1.5 \) V vs SHE. The data points were explicitly calculated with a sawtooth potential and the fitted line was extrapolated from a parabolic fit of these values (details in methods). The dotted lines represent OER intermediates, and the solid lines represent Kolbe reaction intermediates. Parametrized dipole moment (\(\mu\)) and polarizability (\(\alpha\)) are shown in the insets.

Adsorption strength of reaction intermediates is tuned by the interfacial electric field

Like in e.g., the oxygen reduction reaction\(^{52}\) and CO₂ reduction reaction\(^{53–56}\), we found adsorbate-field interactions to significantly affect the reaction energetics for both Kolbe electrolysis and the competing OER. Figure 1 shows the computed effects of the electric field (\(\vec{E}\)) for the adsorption energies of the reaction intermediates and transition state energies from Eqs. (1-8) on both the investigated surfaces. The corresponding \(U_{SHE}\) is estimated based on the Helmholtz capacitance (\(C_H\)) and potential of zero charge (\(U_{PZC}\)) for Pt (111) and Pt(111)@α-PtO₂, obtained from Ref\(^{57}\).
At ca. 1.0 V/Å, there are significant field stabilizations (∼0.1 - 1V) of both OER and Kolbe reaction intermediates. Amongst the OER intermediates, we find OOH\(^*\) to have the largest stabilizing effect at higher potentials due to its comparatively large polarizability (\(\alpha\))\(^{52}\). With the exception of OOH\(^*\), the field effects on the Kolbe intermediates are generally larger than those for OER. As we discuss below, the field-adsorbate interactions for both the C-C bond breaking (Eq. 2) and CH\(_3\) dimerization (Eq. 3) steps have an important influence on the energetics of the Kolbe reaction on both surfaces considered.

**Figure 2.** Free energy diagrams of acetic acid electrooxidation (Kolbe) and OER on a) Pt(111) and b) Pt(111)@\(\alpha\)-PtO\(_2\). U\(_{\text{SHE}}\) = 1, 2 V at pH = 4.6 and 298 K are applied here to show the potential effect of potential on reaction energetics, with Kolbe reaction in black and OER in red. As for OER, only the thermodynamics of proton-coupled electron transfer steps are considered, which might result in an overestimation of OER activity obtained using microkinetic simulations. This approximation also applies to the deprotonation of CH\(_3\)COOH involved in the Kolbe reaction. c) and d) representative configurations of the initial state (IS), transition state (TS) and final state
(FS) obtained using nudged elastic band (NEB) calculations of the C-C bond breaking step of CH$_3$COO$^*$ to CH$_3^*$ and CO$_2$(g) on Pt(111) and Pt(111)@α-PtO$_2$ respectively.

**Free energy diagrams indicate facile Kolbe activity on oxidized metal surfaces at high potentials**

**Figures 2** shows the calculated free energy profiles for Kolbe electrolysis of acetic acid and the competing OER reaction on Pt(111) and Pt(111)@α-PtO$_2$, respectively. We include the elementary steps of Eqs (1-8) at potentials of 1, and 2V$_{SHE}$ under reaction conditions of pH = 4.6, C$_a$ = 1M, T = 298 K. The field effects, shown in **Figure 1**, are also included. In the Kolbe reaction, only the initial deprotonation steps (which occurs twice in the overall reaction) are electrochemical (i.e., involve a proton-coupled electron transfer), while the subsequent decarboxylation and dimerization steps are chemical. For comparison, the free energy diagrams without adsorbate-field interactions are shown in **Figure S6**.

In general, Pt(111)@α-PtO$_2$ binds both Kolbe and OER species more weakly than Pt(111). Specifically, CH$_3$COOH deprotonation is much more sluggish on Pt(111)@α-PtO$_2$ than Pt(111) at 1 V$_{SHE}$ in **Figure 2a** and **2b**, indicating a high overpotential for building up CH$_3$COO$^*$ species on Pt oxides. Consequently, OER species should dominate on Pt(111)@α-PtO$_2$ at low potentials, while CH$_3$COO$^*$ could already build up on Pt(111). At higher potentials, the adsorption of CH$_3$COO$^*$ becomes facile on both surfaces. The defining differences between the two surfaces is in the adsorption configuration of CH$_3$COO$^*$ and the magnitude of the subsequent C-C bond breaking barrier. These differences result in surmountable barriers for the Kolbe reaction on Pt(111)@α-PtO$_2$ but not on Pt(111). **Figures 2c and 2d** show side and top views of CH$_3$COO$^*$ on the two
respective surfaces. On Pt(111), CH₃COO* is adsorbed in a stable bidentate configuration, which has been confirmed by attenuated total reflection configuration (ATR-FTIRS) studies. The corresponding free energy for the proton-electron transfer step (Eq. 1) is exergonic, even at 0 V_SHE, well below the oxidizing potentials at which Kolbe electrolysis occurs. In contrast, CH₃COO* is weakly adsorbed in-plane on α-PtO₂. The free energy for the proton-electron transfer step (Eq. 1) becomes exergonic only at 1.33 V_SHE.

The subsequent C-C bond breaking (the decarboxylation step, Eq. 2), on the other hand, is much more facile for the CH₃COO* on α-PtO₂ than Pt(111). As illustrated in Figure 2c, there is a large configurational energy penalty for the rotation required to break the C-C bond on the Pt(111) surface. In contrast, the in-plane configuration of CH₃COO* on α-PtO₂ (cf. Figure 2d) enables a pseudo-homogeneous path for C-C bond breaking that is much more facile.

Both chemical steps exhibit potential dependence to some extent due to adsorbate dipole-field interactions (Figures 1a, b). These interactions result in a reduction in the barrier of C-C bond breaking from 2.07 eV to 1.55 eV on Pt(111) and a slight increase from 0.20 to 0.23 eV on Pt(111)@α-PtO₂ when the potential increases from 1V to 2V_SHE in (Figures 2a, b). Despite the field stabilization, the C-C bond breaking barrier on Pt(111) is still too large for any activity towards the Kolbe reaction at ca. 2 V_SHE.

The subsequent CH₃-CH₃ dimerization barrier (Eq. 3) is also field-stabilized on both surfaces. The calculated barriers change from 1.31 to 1.29 eV on Pt(111) and from 0.76 to 0.08 eV on Pt(111)@α-PtO₂; the reduced barrier of CH₃* dimerization on α-PtO₂ surface further facilitates ethane (C₂H₆) formation.
In summary, the field-dependent reaction energetics predict that the Kolbe reaction proceeds on Pt(111)@α-PtO₂ but not Pt(111) at high potentials (ca. 2 V_SHE). On Pt(111)@α-PtO₂ at this potential range, there is a buildup of CH₃COO⁺ coverage, followed by facile C-C bond breaking and CH₃-CH₃ dimerization. In contrast, due to the high barriers for the C-C bond breaking of CH₃COO⁺ on Pt(111), a coverage of CH₃COO⁺ would simply build up and act as a surface poison.

**Figure 3.** Experimental observations and microkinetic modeling results for Kolbe electrolysis of acetic acid on Pt anodes. a) Experimental polarization curves of Kolbe electrolysis in sodium acetate and acetic acid solutions on a polished Pt anode with different acetic acid concentrations (Cₐ = 0.1, 0.5 and 1M), pH = 4.6, at room temperature. The inflection zone is highlighted.²⁸ b) Simulated polarization curves on Pt(111)@α-PtO₂ surface using Cₛ = 40 µF/cm², U_PZC = 1.5 V_SHE. c) Simulated partial current density towards OER (dashed lines) and Kolbe reaction on
Pt(111)@[\alpha]PtO\textsubscript{2} (solid lines) d) Experimental\textsuperscript{28} and simulated selectivity of Kolbe reaction vs. OER on Pt anode with C\textsubscript{a} = 1M, pH = 4.6, at room temperature; e) Simulated coverages of key adsorbates involved in the Kolbe and OER reactions on Pt(111)@[\alpha]PtO\textsubscript{2} under the same conditions of d)\textsuperscript{28}; f) Degree of rate control (DRC) analysis on Pt(111)@[\alpha]PtO\textsubscript{2} (The grey region represents inflection zone). Conditions for microkinetic simulations: pH = 4.6, T = 298 K, C\textsubscript{a} = 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10 M.

**Microkinetic modeling suggests Kolbe electrolysis to be limited by decarboxylation and/or dimerization**

Based on the field-dependent energetics illustrated above, we develop a mean-field microkinetic model to determine the theoretical activity and selectivity of Kolbe electrolysis, which we directly compare to the experimental observations.

The experimental polarization curves taken from Ref\textsuperscript{28} are displayed in **Figure 3a**. Inflection zones, nearly flat regions in the plots, appear above 2.1 V\textsubscript{SHE}. The onset current density reduces with an increase in the initial concentration of acetic acid in the electrolyte. The selectivity shifts from OER (O\textsubscript{2} production) towards Kolbe reaction (CO\textsubscript{2} and C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{6} production) within the inflection zone. Both the production of O\textsubscript{2} and C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{6} grow with increasing potentials, but the increase in C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{6} production is more acute than O\textsubscript{2} production, which gives rise to the selectivity shift. The total selectivity of OER and Kolbe reactions reported in the experiments is ca. 90%, which may be due to side (e.g., Non-Kolbe and electrode oxidation) reactions or because methane that can be formed as a minor product from CH\textsubscript{3}* was not accounted for in the product analysis in Ref\textsuperscript{28}.

The qualitative features in the simulated total $j$ vs. $U_{\text{SHE}}$ on Pt(111)@[\alpha]PtO\textsubscript{2} (**Figure 3b**) are consistent with the experimental observations in terms of the presence of the
“inflection zone” (region of passivated activity) in $f^{69}$. The simulated partial current densities in Figure 3C show the inflection zone arises from the suppression of OER activity, which occurs along with a steady increase in the activity for the Kolbe reaction at high potentials. The selectivity shift from OER to Kolbe reaction is shown in Figure 3d, where our simulated results agree well with the experiment. Within the potential range 1.5-2.5 V$_{SHE}$, Kolbe species, i.e., first CH$_3^*$ and later CH$_3$COO$,^*$ dominate on the surface, while OER species, e.g., H$_2$O$,^*$, peaks at ca. 2 V$_{SHE}$ and then decreases, shown in Figure 3e.

The DRC in Figure 3f also suggests that in the inflection zone, Kolbe reaction is limited by the barrier for CH$_3^*$ coupling ($^{TS}$CH$_3$-CH$_3^*$) as well as the coverage of preceding species as determined by $^{TS}$CH$_3$-COO$.^*$ The small simulated Tafel slope (< 59mV/dec) is consistent with a rate-limiting step after the first PCET step. Considering the intrinsic error in DFT calculations (ca. 0.2 eV), we suggest that the Kolbe reaction can be determined by decarboxylation and/or dimerization step at high potentials.
Figure 4. The experimental (on oxidized Pt anodes) and simulated partial polarization curves on Pt(111)@α-PtO₂ of Kolbe electrolysis of acetic acid. Only the first three data points of the experimental Kolbe activity were used for fitting the Tafel slopes due to the potential mass transport limitations of products or other side reactions at higher potentials. Experiments by Dickinson and Wynne-Jones: 1M acetic acid, T = 298K, pH = 4.6⁴⁸; Experiments by Cervino et al: 1M acetic acid, T = 303K, pH = 4.9⁴⁹. Conditions for microkinetic simulations: pH = 4.6, T = 298 K, 1M acetic acid.

We directly compare the partial activities towards OER and Kolbe products between theory and experiment. The large Tafel slope of 528 mV/dec simulated for OER during inflection zone is comparable to that in experiments. The calculated Tafel slopes for Kolbe reaction is 47 mV/dec, in good agreement with experimental values ca. 56-66 mV/dec in Ref²⁸,⁴⁹, indicating it is not the CH₃COO* formation (i.e., the first electron transfer step) but
a later step that is limiting, i.e., the decarboxylation of CH$_3$COO* and/or dimerization of CH$_3$*.

We note that our microkinetic model presents a negative one-third order dependence of activity on CH$_3$COOH concentration shown in **Figure S7**, while the experimental dependence is almost negative first order (**Figure S8**). The degree of rate control (DRC) analysis in **Figure 3f** shows that OER activity (top panel) within inflection zone is determined by H$_2$O* adsorption and worsened by CH$_3$* formation, which would in principle give rise to a negative first-order dependence on initial CH$_3$COOH concentration in solution. The discrepancy between the model and experiment could result from the sensitivity of adsorbate interaction parameters ($\epsilon$) applied to account for adsorbate-adsorbate interactions in our model$^{60,61}$. We show that applying a smaller adsorbate interaction factor for all species leads to ca. three-fourth order of dependence in **Figure S10**. Given the uncertainty in determining $\epsilon$, the negative dependence on reactant concentration still holds.

**The low-overpotential part of the inflection zone arises from OER, and occurs even without acetic acid**

In order to deconvolute the effects of OER and Kolbe reaction, we explored OER in the absence of any Kolbe reaction (i.e., $C_\text{a} = 0$ M) on Pt oxide using microkinetic modeling. In **Figure S11a**, we show that without CH$_3$COOH, the simulated OER activity on Pt(111)@$\alpha$-PtO$_2$ is much higher than with CH$_3$COOH as shown with dotted lines in **Figure 3c**. In **Figure S11b**, we show that the coverages of OER species, are almost constant at high potentials, without the decrease that we observe in the presence of CH$_3$COOH.
Interestingly, the OER also reaches inflection zone at higher potentials compared to the model with acetic acid. This is due to H$_2$O$^*$ adsorption, i.e., a chemical step, is determining the OER activity at high potentials, where all PCET steps become facile. Our observations also indicate that reducing the partial pressure of water (p$_{H_2O}$) in our microkinetic simulation lowers the OER activity within the inflection zone (cf. Figure S13). In the limit of anhydrous conditions (p$_{H_2O} = 0$), there is no inflection zone, as there is no competition between OER with the Kolbe reaction in this extreme case. This conclusion is also in line with previous observations that the Kolbe synthesis proceeds with optimal selectivities in nonaqueous media, e.g., in pure carboxylic acid solutions$^{41,62}$, methanol$^{63,64}$ or other solvents$^{16}$.

We note that the appearance of an inflection zone during OER has not been discussed in previous studies, probably due to the limited potential ranges (ca. 1.2- 2.0 V$_{SHE}$) typically investigated in previous studies. There is one study where the OER polarization curve on PtO$_2$ films beyond 2 V$_{SHE}$ was reported where we observe the appearance of an inflection zone with a large tafel slope (> 500 mV/dec) (cf. Figure S12)$^{46}$. It has been postulated that electron tunneling issues due to the formation of thick Pt oxide films might be the reason for the observed increase in Tafel slopes at high anodic potentials$^{65-67}$. We anticipate that future studies can investigate the exact origin of the dramatic increase in tafel slopes during OER.

In the context of the discussions on the inflection zone observed during OER discussed above, we emphasize the importance of accounting for H$_2$O binding as an explicit step in OER modeling studies, as this step is typically excluded based on the conventional assumption that H$_2$O adsorption is a facile chemical step$^{68}$. However, the exclusion of
H₂O adsorption in kinetic analysis could lead to following pitfalls: 1. For surfaces that bind H₂O strongly, such an exclusion could intrinsically underestimate the actual deprotonation barrier of H₂O*; 2. The competition for surface sites between H₂O and species for other reactions cannot be captured if the H₂O adsorption step is excluded in the modeling, e.g., like in H₂O* vs CH₃COO* in this work.

Bare Pt(111) shows no activity for the Kolbe reaction in aqueous phase

In contrast to Pt(111)@α-PtO₂, we find only OER occurs on Pt(111), while Kolbe reaction is prohibited by the high decarboxylation barrier shown in Figure 2a. The DRC analysis in Figure S18 shows that Kolbe reaction is hindered by the formation of CH₃-COO*TS*, and later also by the accumulation of CH₃COO*. As shown in Figure S19, the coverage of OER species decreases dramatically after ca. 1.1 V_sHE, while CH₃COO* is swiftly building up. Finally, the consequent over-accumulation of CH₃COO* shown in poisons the surface and leads to dramatic activity decline beyond 1.1 V_sHE shown in Figure S20.

Sensitivity analysis of the microkinetic model

To evaluate the generality of the conclusions of our microkinetic model, we perform sensitivity analyses on a few important model parameters as discussed below.

First, we note that only the reaction thermodynamics of the proton-electron transfers in Eqs 4-8 were considered for OER in our microkinetic model (i.e., these reactions are assumed to have negligible barriers)⁵¹,⁶⁹, which might result in an overestimation of the OER activity on both surfaces considered. In Figure S14 we show a sensitivity analysis of the barrier for O* to OOH*, which has been shown to be potentially determining PCET.
step in ORR on oxide surfaces\textsuperscript{51}. With additional PCET barriers, the inflection zone still exists. And there is only a slight shape change of the Tafel plot at a barrier of 0.6 eV at ca. 1.9 $V_{\text{SHE}}$. A high barrier of 1 eV results in the disappearance of the inflection zone as OER will not be able to compete with the Kolbe reaction under these conditions.

Second, in previous studies, the electrode capacitance and potential of zero charge have been found change during Kolbe electrolysis\textsuperscript{39,46} and the surface oxidation of the Pt electrode\textsuperscript{70}. For simplicity, we had applied constant values of $C_H$ and $U_{PZC}$ in our model. In Figure S15, we evaluated the sensitivity of simulated polarization curve of the Pt(111)$@\alpha$-PtO$_2$ surface to different values of $C_H$ and $U_{PZC}$. Similar shapes of polarization curves were obtained, indicating the overall activity trend is largely unaffected by these parameters. However, we noticed that the magnitude of the overall activity is sensitive to $C_H$ and $U_{PZC}$: Low $C_H$ and $U_{PZC}$ mean larger interfacial fields, which stabilize the Kolbe intermediates further than those for OER. This difference in field-adsorbate stabilization reduces the extent of the inflection zone. Figure S16 shows the polarization curves computed without field-adsorbate stabilization. The inflection zone is still present, but the onset of Kolbe electrolysis occurs at higher potentials.

**Revisiting previously proposed mechanisms**

Based on our simulation results, we revisit the old mechanistic theories proposed in the past century for the Kolbe electrolysis.

Firstly, we find that the coverages of the Kolbe reaction intermediates are not negligible even on the oxidized Pt surface, indicating that Kolbe electrolysis is not a pure solution phase (i.e., homogeneous) reaction, but involves adsorbed species, i.e., CH$_3$COO$^*$ and
CH$_3^*$. This finding refutes the free-radical theory$^{34-36}$, and other homogeneous proposals of Kolbe electrolysis, e.g., hydrogen peroxide theory$^7$, in favor of heterogeneous reaction mechanisms proposed by Conway, Fioshin, and Fleischmann$^{19}$.

Secondly, our model shows that the RDS of OER on Pt oxide surface changes from a OH$^*$ formation (before inflection zone) to H$_2$O adsorption (during inflection zone), leading to a passivated OER activity at high potentials, which is further exacerbated by the existence of Kolbe species. In contrast to the OER model without the Kolbe reaction, OER activity including Kolbe electrolysis is passivated ca. 0.2 V$_{SHE}$ earlier and lowered by several orders of magnitude. This observation is in agreement with the postulation by Vijh and Conway that OER activity is suppressed at high potentials due to the formation of “barrier-layer” films of Kolbe species$^{41}$.

Finally, our DRC analysis indicates that at high anodic potentials, Kolbe reaction is not determined by the discharge of CH$_3$COOH on the PtO$_2$ surface (cf. Eqn 1), but by the following decarboxylation and dimerization steps. This result refutes the conclusion in Ref$^{38}$ that initial discharge of acetate anion is the RDS during the Kolbe electrolysis of acetic acid. Given the uncertainties in DFT calculation, our model shows that both decarboxylation of CH$_3$COO$^*$ and CH$_3^*$ dimerization can determine Kolbe activity on PtO$_2$ during the inflection zone. Beyond the inflection zone, Kolbe reaction is mainly determined by the CH$_3$COO$^*$ decarboxylation. Our simulation results indicate that the RDS for Kolbe reaction does not involve a PCET step, in contrast to previous proposals that directly involve the discharge and deprotonation of acetic acid in the RDS$^{19}$.

Conclusions
To summarize, we presented a detailed mechanistic study of the Kolbe electrolysis of acetic acid on Pt anodes that helps resolve the origin of inflection zone at high overpotentials and the controversy over possible RDS. The field-corrected free energy diagrams indicate that the sluggish deprotonation of CH$_3$COOH on Pt oxide in aqueous conditions leads to a high overpotential for Kolbe products. The microkinetic simulation shows that the experimentally observed inflection zones (passivated total activity) at high potentials arise from a shift in RDS of OER from *OH formation to H$_2$O adsorption on oxidized surfaces, which is further exacerbated by the onset of the Kolbe reaction. The RDS for Kolbe reaction during inflection zone is unlikely to be the deprotonation and discharge of acetic acid, but the later chemical steps of CH$_3$COO* decarboxylation and/or CH$_3$* dimerization, which are promoted by adsorbate-field interactions at high potentials. The results displayed above suggest that materials with stronger CH$_3$COO* adsorption and weaker H$_2$O* binding in aqueous conditions could lead to lower overpotentials and higher selectivity towards Kolbe products. Future studies will evaluate new materials for these binding properties.

Data Availability

All the raw data needed to reproduce the figures in the article will be made available in the CatTheoryDTU Github account upon publication.
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